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COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES OF CONSTITUTIONAL
ASYLUM IN FRANCE, ITALY, AND GERMANY:
REQUIESCAT IN PACE?
He´le`ne Lambert, Francesco Messineo, and Paul Tiedemann*
Most countries provide asylum through domestic legislation, such as a statute incor-
porating the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees. France, Italy,
and Germany stand out as three of very few European countries specifically to
guarantee a right of asylum in their national Constitutions. The origin, wording,
and scope of these constitutional provisions vary, depending on historical factors
specific to each country. This article examines the right of asylum guaranteed in
the Constitutions of France, Italy, and Germany from a historical perspective. It
discusses how this right has evolved in all three countries, especially in light of the
Refugee Convention and recent European Asylum Legislation. It concludes that
however unique and individual constitutional asylum has traditionally been
regarded as in France, Italy, and Germany, international obligations and recent
European commitments have absorbed its distinctiveness, making it a redundant,
almost obsolete, concept.
1. Introduction
Most countries provide asylum through domestic legislation, for example, a
statute incorporating the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees
(hereinafter the Refugee Convention).1 France, Italy, and Germany stand out as
three of very few European countries specifically to guarantee a right of asylum
in their national Constitutions.2 The origin and wording of these constitutional
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1 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees (adopted 28 Jul. 1951, entered into force 22 Apr. 1954), 189
UNTS 137, read in conjunction with the Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees (adopted 31 Jan. 1967,
entered into force 4 Oct. 1967), 606 UNTS 267. This is the case also, for instance, in Austria, Belgium,
Canada, Denmark, and the United States.
2 L. Jeannin et al., Le droit d’asile en Europe – Etude compare´e, Paris, L’Harmattan, 1999, 85.
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provisions vary, to take account of historical factors specific to each country.
France was the first country in Europe to recognize a constitutional right of
asylum in the aftermath of the 1789 Revolution (article 120 of the Constitution
of 1793).3 This right is now enshrined in the Constitution of 1946, to which the
Preamble of the 1958 Constitution directly refers. According to paragraph 4 of
the Preamble to the 1946 Constitution: “Anyone persecuted because of his
action for freedom has a right of asylum in the territories of the Republic.” In
contrast, the recognition of a right of asylum in the Constitutions of Italy and
Germany is more recently rooted in the aftermath of the Second World War.
Article 10(3) of the Italian Constitution of 1948 provides that: “An alien who is
denied the effective exercise of the democratic liberties guaranteed by the Italian
Constitution in his or her own country has the right of asylum in the territory of
the Italian Republic in accordance with the conditions established by law”.
Article 16(II)(2) of the German Basic Law or constitution (now article 16a)
provides: “Persons persecuted on political grounds shall have the right of
asylum.” Even though the right of asylum is recognized in all three countries
as a subjective right of aliens, the substantive scope of this right varies greatly
depending on the country. In Italy it is broad, because the Italian Constitution
does not seem to require a fear of persecution, whereas in Germany it is limited
to the politically persecuted. In France, constitutional asylum is seen in the
context of freedom fighters.
This article examines the right of asylum guaranteed in the Constitutions of
France, Italy, and Germany from a historical perspective. It discusses how this
right has evolved in all three countries, especially in the context of the Refugee
Convention and recent European Union (EU) asylum legislation. It concludes
that, however, unique and individual constitutional asylum has traditionally been
regarded in France, Italy, and Germany, international obligations and recent
European commitments have absorbed its distinctiveness, making it a redun-
dant, almost obsolete concept.
2. Constitutional asylum in France: taking the right of
asylum seriously?
Asylum began in France as a religious institution prior to becoming a political
and legal concept, following the creation of the modern state.4 This republican
conception of asylum was largely embraced in paragraph 4 of the Preamble
to the Constitution of 1946, to which the Preamble of today’s Constitution
(1958) expressly refers. A right of refuge or asylum based upon an application
of the Refugee Convention (hereinafter conventional asylum) also came to
3 C. Teitgen-Colly, “Le droit d’asile: la fin des illusions”, L’Actualite´ juridique – Droit administrative 20 Feb.
1994, 97.
4 Art. 120 of the Constitution of 1793 provided that French people “grant asylum to aliens banished on
account of freedom. It is refused to tyrants”. See G. Noiriel, La Tyrannie du national – Le droit d’asile in
Europe 1793–1993, Paris, Calmann-Le´vy, 1993, 31–80, and D. Alland and C. Teitgen-Colly, Traite´ du droit
de l’asile, Paris, Presses Universitaires de France, 2002, 166–82.
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play a significant role in France’s asylum policy, despite the lack of an explicit
reference to asylum in the Refugee Convention.5 This conventional asylum
developed alongside a constitutional right of asylum (hereinafter constitutional
asylum). In addition, France has retained the sovereign right to offer a residence
permit to individuals who neither fulfil the criteria of paragraph 4 of the
Preamble to the 1946 Constitution nor the criteria of the Refugee
Convention. This section of the article focuses on constitutional asylum as
guaranteed in the French Constitution.
According to paragraph 4 of the Preamble to the 1946 Constitution,
“[a]nyone persecuted because of his action for freedom has a right of asylum
in the territories of the Republic.” It follows that constitutional asylum has four
characteristics that (in theory) distinguish it from conventional asylum. First,
constitutional asylum is primarily a subjective right (namely, a right of the
individual). It is a specific right available to aliens lawfully present on French
territory,6 although constitutional asylum is also a right of the State (namely, the
right to grant asylum).7 Second, its beneficiaries must be persons actively
involved in activities in favour of freedom, thereby excluding any potential
terrorists (or “tyrants”, as they were called in 1793). This requirement of an
active element means that constitutional asylum in France is a more restrictive
concept than conventional asylum, which only requires a “well-founded fear of
being persecuted” for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a
particular social group or political opinion.8 Third, there must be some elements
of “persecution”. If persecution was generally understood to be at the hand of
State authorities, it could also be the acts of non-State agents, unlike in the case
of conventional asylum (at least until recently in French practice).9 Finally, the
content of protection under constitutional asylum is different from that under
conventional asylum. In the case of the former, asylum is understood as
guaranteeing a permanent right of residence, whereas in the case of the latter,
it is protection against refoulement that is guaranteed, coupled with a long list of
5 Art. 2, Act of 25 Jul. 1952: the Office Franc¸ais de Protection des Re´fugie´s et Apatrides (OFPRA) recognizes
as refugees anyone persecuted for actions in favour of freedom, and anyone who fulfils the criteria
of paras 6 and 7 of the 1950 Statute of the UNHCR or art. 1 of the Refugee Convention. In most
asylum cases, the OFPRA and the Commission de Recours des Re´fugie´s (CRR), now the Cour nationale du
droit d’asile (CNDA) approach the issue from the standpoint of the Refugee Convention and not that of the
Constitution.
6 This approach to the right of asylum is recognized by the French Constitutional Court (Conseil constitu-
tionnel) in its landmark decision 93-325 DC of 12 Aug. 1993.
7 This was recognized by the Constitutional Court in its decision 92-307 DC of 25 Feb. 1992.
8 See Refugee Convention, art. 1A(2).
9 This distinction has now become obsolete since France implemented the EU’s Qualification Directive
in the Aliens Act of 10 Dec. 2003 and the Immigration and Asylum Code (Code de l’entre´e et du se´jour
des e´trangers et du droit d’asile) (Ceseda, 2003): Council Directive 2004/83/EC of 29 Apr. 2004 on Minimum
Standards for the Qualification and Status of Third Country Nationals or Stateless Persons as Refugees or as
Persons who Otherwise Need International Protection and the Content of the Protection Granted [2004] OJ
L304/12.
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rights including access to healthcare, education, work, and eventual naturaliza-
tion. Another difference between these two forms of protection is that constitu-
tional asylum contains no limitations, as opposed to conventional asylum which
contains cessation and exclusion clauses.10
It was not until a decision by the Constitutional Court (Conseil constitu-
tionnel ) of 1993 that constitutional asylum in France came to be recognized as a
“fundamental right of a constitutional nature”, that is, a right directly enforce-
able by individuals and protected by the constitutional legal order.11 This recog-
nition was to have two important implications. First, anyone within the scope of
paragraph 4 of the Preamble of the 1946 Constitution who invoked this right
had to be allowed entry into French territory, at least temporarily.12 Second, his
or her asylum application had to be examined according to due process.13 This
recognition was also timely, because at that time constitutional asylum was
beginning to be confused (and merged) with conventional asylum due to “an
abuse of language”14 and restrictive practices by administrative judges. Indeed,
the Conseil d’Etat (Council of State) had until then required that the exercise of
constitutional asylum be regulated in legislative form before individuals could
rely on it.15 Surprisingly, the Constitutional Court’s decision of 1993 did noth-
ing to address this issue – it failed to provide any measures (such as defining the
authorities competent to decide claims based on paragraph 4 of the Preamble)
that would make constitutional asylum effective in practice. The Conseil d’Etat
seized this opportunity to fill the gap, and held that administrative authorities
competent to decide on refugee status claims and conventional asylum16 would
also be competent to decide claims relating to constitutional asylum.17 The
Aliens Act of 11 May 1998 fully embraced the principle of “unity” between
constitutional asylum and conventional asylum – a principle that applies to
decision-making authorities as well as the asylum procedure applicable and
10 See Refugee Convention, arts. 1C and 1F.
11 Decision 93-325 of 12 Aug. 1993. For a full analysis of this decision, see Teitgen-Colly, Le droit d’asile: la fin
des illusions, op. cit. 3, 97–114. This recognition was reaffirmed by the Constitutional Court in its decision
97-389 of 22 Apr. 1997. See I. Dodet-Cauphy, “La difficile reconnaissance du droit d’asile constitutionnel”,
RFDA, Vol. 15(3), 1999, 469–84, paras 474–75.
12 As a result, they are entitled to claim territorial asylum or refugee status. Conseil d’Etat, 25 Mar. 2003,
Sulaimanov, requeˆtes 255237/8.
13 Alland and Teitgen-Colly, Traite´ du droit d’asile, op. cit. 184–5. They argue that the right of constitutional
asylum has therefore become more generic. See also Teitgen-Colly, Le droit d’asile: la fin des illusions, op. cit.
3, 97–114.
14 H. Labayle, “Le droit d’asile en France: normalisation ou neutralisation?’’, RFDA, Vol. 13(2), 1997, 242–69,
para. 245.
15 Conseil d’Etat, 27 Sept. 1985, Association France Terre d’asile, Lebon, 263. See also Labayle, ibid., 261–3. The
first legislative initiative to embrace this constitutional right and to recognize the category of beneficiaries of
asylum to “anyone persecuted because of his action for freedom” was the Aliens (Entry and Residence in
France and Right of Asylum) Act No. 98-349 of 11 May 1998, art. 29.
16 Namely, OFPRA in the first instance, CRR (now the new CNDA) on appeal and the Conseil d’Etat as the last
resort.
17 As decided by CRR (sections re´unies), 17 Dec. 1993, Traore´, and confirmed in CE, 3 Apr. 1996, Traore´
(requeˆte 156444).
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legal status granted.18 The new Immigration and Asylum Code (Ceseda, 2003)
did not alter this state of affairs.19 It follows that since 1998, constitutional
asylum has been granted under the same procedure as conventional asylum,
and the Office Franc¸ais de Protection des Re´fugie´s et Apatrides (OFPRA) does
not specify whether asylum is granted under the provisions of the Refugee
Convention or the French Constitution. In practice, no distinction is made
between constitutional and conventional statuses, which both give access to the
same rights, including a 10-year residence permit. Furthermore, since most “free-
dom fighters” are also eligible for refugee status under the Refugee Convention, it
has been noted that constitutional asylum has become almost obsolete.20
Recognition of constitutional asylum as a constitutional right (or funda-
mental right) by the Constitutional Court in 1993 was, nonetheless, to have
important implications vis-a`-vis France’s new obligations under the Schengen
Agreement and the Dublin Convention (now the Dublin II Regulation).21 A
new article 53(1) was inserted in the 1958 Constitution authorizing France to
conclude agreements with other European countries, particularly on the issue of
determining the State responsible for considering asylum applications.22
However, France was to retain the right to consider an asylum application
from “anyone persecuted on account of his action in favour of freedom or
who seeks protection for other reasons” (namely, territorial asylum).23 The
result of these “two conflicting conceptions of the right of asylum”24 was that
paragraph 4 (Preamble to the 1946 Constitution) would remain fully applicable
in cases where France was responsible for considering an asylum application
under the Dublin II Regulation, whereas a new article 53 would supersede
paragraph 4 (Preamble) when France was not responsible under the
Dublin II Regulation. In this latter case, territorial asylum under the new article
18 Aliens (Entry and Residence in France and Right of Asylum) Act No. 98-349 of 11 May 1998. See also the
Constitutional Court decision 98-399 of 5 May 1998. For more on the 1998 Act, see Dodet-Cauphy, La
difficile reconnaissance du droit d’asile constitutionnel, op. cit. 11, 476–82, and C. Teitgen-Colly and F. Julien-
Laferrie`re, “La re´forme du droit d’asile”, L’Actualite´ juridique—Droit administrative 20 Dec. 1998, 1002–4.
19 Ceseda, art. L.711-1. See also A. Castagnos-Sen, Les conditions d’exercice du droit d’asile on France, Paris, La
Documentation franc¸aise, 2006, 96–7.
20 P. Delouvin, “The evolution of asylum in France”, Journal of Refugee Studies, Vol. 13, 2000, 61–73,
para. 69–70.
21 The Agreement of 14 Jun. 1985 on the gradual abolition of checks at their common borders (Schengen
Agreement) and the Convention Implementing the Schengen Agreement of 19 Jun. 1990. The Convention
determining the Member State responsible for examining applications for asylum lodged in one of the
Member States of the European Community (Dublin Convention) was replaced by Council Regulation
343/2003 of 18 Feb. 2003 (Dublin II Regulation).
22 On this constitutional reform, see Teitgen-Colly, Le droit d’asile: la fin des illusions, op. cit. 3, 97–114.
23 Art. 53-1(2), 1958 Constitution. See Dodet-Cauphy, La difficile reconnaissance du droit d’asile constitutionnel,
op. cit. 11, 483.
24 Namely, the principle of a subjective right of asylum accorded to aliens in para. 4 to the Preamble of the 1946
Constitution (as recognized by the Constitutional Court in 1993) and the European conception of the right
of asylum as a sovereign right of States based on the Schengen Agreement and Dublin Convention, which is
enshrined in art. 53-1(2) of the 1958 Constitution, and which derogates from para. 4 to the Preamble of the
1946 Constitution. See Dodet-Cauphy, La difficile reconnaissance du droit d’asile constitutionnel, op. cit. 11,
473–5.
20 He´le`ne Lambert et al.
53 would become a State prerogative whose beneficiaries could be either freedom
fighters or others.25 It has been argued that the more recent introduction of the
concept of subsidiary protection as a new category of asylum in the Right of
Asylum Act of 10 December 2003 and the new Immigration and Asylum Code
has now also made territorial asylum obsolete.26
In sum, constitutional asylum gained legislative recognition as a fundamen-
tal right through its incorporation in the 1998 Act, but its constitutional ground-
ing is a strong reminder of France’s historical roots, with a legal and political
conception of asylum that originated in a revolutionary republican tradition.27
In reality, constitutional asylum was never taken seriously, hence its limited
application in practice. This is mainly due to the fact that the French adminis-
trative authorities prioritize the Refugee Convention as the main source of
protection, that is of rights, including the right of asylum. As a result, constitu-
tional asylum has remained largely without jurisprudential content.28
3. Constitutional asylum in Italy: the betrayed history of an
ephemeral right
In the summer of 1938, a year before the outbreak of the Second World War, the
Hague Academy of International Law held its annual course on public interna-
tional law. For the first time, the Academy devoted a whole series of lectures to
the right of asylum, and chose an Italian, Egidio Reale, to teach on the subject.
He was a refugee himself and his account was a passionate, learned, and rigorous
survey of the meaning of asylum from its early historical developments to its
legal and practical implications.29 At the time, many Italian intellectuals and
politicians indeed were experiencing the value of international protection.
A number of them were later elected to draft the Italian Constitution of
1948, the first to be democratically adopted since Italy was unified in 1861.30
25 For example, an ex-dictator or an ex-head of State, as part of a blanket policy aiming at regularizing illegal
immigrants, or on the basis of art. 3 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms (European Convention on Human Rights, as amended) (4 Nov. 1950) (but now
see the concept of subsidiary protection under the Qualification Directive). Note that the authorities
competent to make decisions on constitutional asylum and conventional asylum are not competent in
this matter: Alland and Teitgen-Colly, Traite´ de droit d’asile, op. cit. 4, 187–8.
26 Act. 2003-1176 relating to the right of asylum. Ceseda, arts. L. 712-1 and L. 712-3. The definition of
“subsidiary protection” in French legislation is based word for word on the 2004 Qualification Directive,
with one exception – it does not require a “direct threat”. See Castagnos-Sen, Les conditions d’exercice du droit
d’asile en France, op. cit. 19, 98; UNHCR, “Asylum in the European Union – A Study of the Implementation
of the Qualification Directive”, Nov. 2007, available at: www.unhcr.org/refworld/docid/473050632.html.
27 Teitgen-Colly and Julien-Laferrie`re refer to “the largely symbolic and political value” of the constitutional
right of asylum in the 1998 Act; Teitgen-Colly and Julien-Laferrie`re, La re´forme du droit d’asile, op. cit. 18,
1002. Dodet-Cauphy speaks of the many ambiguities of the constitutional right of asylum: Dodet-Cauphy,
La difficile reconnaissance du droit d’asile constitutionnel, op. cit. 11, 470.
28 Castagnos-Sen, Les conditions d’exercice du droit d’asile en France, op. cit. 19, 97.
29 E. Reale, “Le droit d’asile”, Recueil des cours, Vol. 63-I, 1938, 469–601.
30 The previous constitution was the Statuto Albertino (Albertine Statute), which was unilaterally conceded by
King Charles Albert I of Sardinia in Mar. 1848 and extended to the Kingdom of Italy upon unification.
The Statute did not make any reference to asylum.
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Article 10(3) (on “Fundamental Principles”) of the 1948 Constitution provides:
“An alien who is denied the effective exercise of the democratic liberties
guaranteed by the Italian Constitution in his or her own country has the right
of asylum in the territory of the Italian Republic in accordance with the condi-
tions established by law.” A few members of the Constitutional Assembly
resented the wide scope of this provision, fearing that it would lead to a mass
influx of asylum-seekers. Instead, they suggested a similar provision to the
Preamble of the 1946 French Constitution which limits the right of asylum to
anyone persecuted by virtue “of his actions for freedom”. But the majority at the
Constitutional Assembly felt that Italy owed a debt of gratitude, which needed to
be repaid, to the many countries which had generously hosted its citizens during
the dictatorship and the War. It thus decided that a more ample provision was
appropriate.31
However, debts are sometimes easily forgotten and no law was ever passed
to regulate the exercise of constitutional asylum as required by article 10(3). The
question therefore arose whether a foreigner could seek constitutional asylum
directly in the domestic courts. The recognition of asylum as a binding, directly
enforceable right by individuals and protected by courts as a constitutional norm
was the result of a very slow evolution that can only be briefly summarized here.
After a period in which article 10(3) was deemed to be a non-binding constitu-
tional provision, a seminal scholarly contribution of 195832 and various deci-
sions of the courts from 1964 onwards33 paved the way for its recognition by the
Italian Court of Cassation as a binding norm in 1997.34
This decision also led scholars and judges to regard constitutional asylum
under article 10(3) as a directly enforceable right of the individual (that is, a
“perfect subjective right”).35 This designation serves two purposes. First, it
acknowledges the direct enforceability of the right of constitutional asylum
before Italian courts. Second, it clarifies the fact that asylum is not merely
31 On the drafting history of art. 10(3), see P. Bonetti, “Il diritto d’asilo – Profili generali e costituzionali del
diritto d’asilo nell’ordinamento italiano”, in B. Nascimbene (ed.), Diritto degli stranieri, Padova, CEDAM,
2004, 1137–38; L. Chieffi, “La tutela costituzionale del diritto di asilo e di rifugio a fini umanitari”, Diritto,
immigrazione e cittadinanza, 2004-II, 25; F. Rescigno, “Il diritto d’asilo tra previsione costituzionale, spinta
europea e ‘vuoto’ normativo”, Politica del diritto, Vol. 34, 2004, 151–74; M. Benvenuti, Il diritto di asilo
nell’ordinamento costituzionale italiano. Un’introduzione, Padova, CEDAM, 2007, 21–8.
32 C. Esposito, “Asilo (diritto di) – Diritto Costituzionale”, in F. Santoro Passarelli and others (eds.),
Enciclopedia del diritto, Vol. 3, Milano, Giuffre´, 1958, 222.
33 Benvenuti, Il diritto di asilo nell’ordinamento costituzionale italiano, op. cit. 31, 41.
34 Italian Supreme Court of Cassation (Corte Suprema di Cassazione), Allen v. Ministry of the Interior, no. 4674/
1997 (sez. un. civ.), Rivista di diritto internazionale, Vol. 80, 1997, 843.
35 G. D’Alconzo et al., Ricerca giuridica sugli orientamenti giurisprudenziali in materia di asilo, Roma, Jesuit
Refugee Service – Italia, 2003; Bonetti, Il diritto d’asilo, op. cit. 31,1139 ff.; Rescigno, Il diritto d’asilo tra
previsione costituzionale, op. cit. 31,157 ff.; P. Passaglia, “Eutanasia di un diritto (la triste parabola dell’asilo)
(Osservaz. a Cass. 25 Nov. 2001, no. 25028)”, Foro Italiano (Foro It.), 2006-I, 2851-53; Benvenuti, Il diritto
di asilo nell’ordinamento costituzionale italiano, op. cit. 31, 31–48. It should be noted that some isolated
decisions of other courts have recently ignored the authoritative decision by the Court of Cassation. For
instance, the Council of State (the highest administrative court) held in 2002 that art. 10(3) is no more than
a non-binding norm with no scope for creating a “subjective right”, Italian Council of State (Consiglio di
Stato), Ministry of the Interior v. Hilowle Hassan Alı`, no. 5919/2002, unreported, 11 Jun. 2002.
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a “legitimate interest” of the person seeking protection but is a truly “subjective
right”, the distinction between “legitimate interest” and “subjective right” being
a key concept of Italian administrative law. In a nutshell, while a “subjective
right” is an individual’s right protected as such and unconditionally by law, a
“legitimate interest” is legally protected only insofar as it is either compatible
with the public interest or is the incidental result of the lawful exercise of
administrative power. Thus, a “legitimate interest” implies that the individual
has a right of participation in decisions of public authorities so that they will act
according to legal norms and, broadly, in the best public interest. The distinction
goes as far back as 1865 and is also referred to in the Constitution (articles 24,
103, and 113). Inter alia, it serves the purpose of identifying which court will
decide upon a certain claim against public authorities. Administrative courts will
usually have judicial competence over legitimate interests and civil courts over
subjective rights.36 However, over the years specific statutory provisions provided
for so many exceptions that the rule itself was almost fading away – until the
Constitutional Court reaffirmed it in 2004.37 In practice, because of its intrinsic
evanescence, the distinction is the object of endless doctrinal disputes and con-
tradictory judicial decisions – a situation which often complicates the actual
exercise of one’s rights. This means that constitutional asylum has so far been
decided upon by both administrative and civil courts, but it is the latter which
should more properly decide on it.
As Bonetti suggests, article 10(3) means that
whatever may be declared in written laws and Constitutions in their
country, every alien who as a matter of fact is prevented from exercising
any of the democratic liberties which are granted [to Italian citizens]
by the [Italian] Constitution has a subjective right to enter and reside
in [Italy].38
Thus, the objective situation in the country where an alien comes from will
determine whether an “effective exercise” of (Italian) “democratic liberties” is
possible.39 There is no requirement for persecution as defined in the Refugee
Convention, but it is necessary that aliens prove they are actually prevented from
exercising the rights they would have in Italy as Italian citizens.
In practice, article 10(3) is to be read in connection with constitutional
norms granting rights to individuals. In particular, asylum should be granted to
those deprived of the Italian equivalent of habeas corpus (article 13); freedom of
36 Italian administrative courts are part of the independent judiciary to the same extent as civil and criminal
courts.
37 Italian Constitutional Court (Corte costituzionale), Constitutional legitimacy of two provisions of the act reg-
ulating labour law in the public sector, no. 204/2004, Foro It., 2004-I, 2596; Italian Constitutional Court,
Constitutional legitimacy of a provision of the act regulating expropriation in the public interest, no. 191/2006,
Foro It., 2006-I, 1625.
38 Bonetti, Il diritto d’asilo, op. cit. 31, 1140 (authors’ translation).
39 Rescigno, Il diritto d’asilo tra previsione costituzionale, op. cit. 31, 153.
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movement and residence within their State’s border (article 16); freedom to
constitute and participate in political parties (article 49); or secrecy and freedom
of individual voting rights (article 48). Furthermore, asylum should be granted
to those who are impeded in the exercise of their right to “wages in proportion to
the quantity and quality of their work and in all cases sufficient to ensure them
and their families a free and dignified existence”, and to “a weekly rest day and
paid annual holidays” (article 36).40 Evidently, the scope of the Italian constitu-
tional right of asylum is much broader than refugee status under the Refugee
Convention.41 The latter was ratified by Italy as early as 1954,42 but remained
largely unimplemented until 1990, when a law was passed introducing the first
refugee status determination procedure in the Italian legal system.43 This law did
not contain any provision as to the constitutional right of asylum, and was seen
by many as a missed opportunity to fill this gap and create a single asylum
procedure in Italy.44
The lack of a law implementing article 10(3) has severely hindered the
practical value of constitutional asylum. In the rare instances in which courts
recognize this form of international protection, they often assert that article
10(3) should be narrowly construed. For example, they often only grant asylees
(that is those recognized as having an article 10(3) right to constitutional asylum)
the right of entry and permanent residence in the territory, excluding all other
constitutional rights.45 Recently, the Court of Cassation went as far as to say that
in the absence of implementing provisions, article 10(3) should only be intended
as a temporary right of entry and residence to seek asylum under the procedure
set out for the recognition of refugee status under the Refugee Convention.46
This is a separate administrative procedure arising from the Italian ratification
of the Refugee Convention.47 In fact, the Court of Cassation’s extreme
40 See Bonetti, Il diritto d’asilo, op. cit. 31, 1141.
41 A. Cassese, “Commento all’art. 10”, in G. Branca (ed.), Commentario alla Costituzione, Vol. 1, Bologna,
Zanichelli, 1975, 531 ff.; P. Ziotti, Il diritto d’asilo nell’ordinamento italiano, Padova, CEDAM, 1988, 173 ff.;
B. Nascimbene, “The Albanians in Italy: the right of asylum under attack?”, International Journal of Refugee
Law, Vol. 3, 1991, 715; G. D’Alconzo et al., Ricerca giuridica sugli orientamenti giurisprudenziali in materia
di asilo, 11–14; Bonetti, Il diritto d’asilo, op. cit. 31, 1139; Chieffi, La tutela costituzionale del diritto di asilo e
di rifugio a fini umanitari, op. cit. 31, 31 ff.; Benvenuti, Il diritto di asilo nell’ordinamento costituzionale
italiano, op. cit. 31, 211 ff.
42 Italy ratified the Refugee Convention with statute no. 722 of 24 Jul. 1954; it entered into force for Italy on
13 Feb. 1955.
43 Statute no. 39 of 28 Feb. 1990. This was later modified, most significantly in 2002 and 2008.
44 B. Nascimbene, “National Reports: Italy”, in I. Higgins and K. Hailbronner (eds.), Migration and Asylum
Law and Policy in the European Union: FIDE 2004 National Reports, Cambridge, Cambridge University
Press, 2004, 205–20, para. 205.
45 Italian Supreme Court of Cassation, Allen v. Ministry of the Interior, no. 4674/1997 (sez. un. civ.), Rivista di
diritto internazionale, Vol. 80, 1997, 843.
46 Italian Supreme Court of Cassation, Ministry of the Interior and others v. Aday, n. 25028/2005 (sez. I civile),
Foro It., 2006-I, 2851; Italian Supreme Court of Cassation, Selimi v. Italian Ministry of the Interior, no.
18549/2006 (sez. I civile), Foro It., 2007-I, 1869.
47 Statute no. 39 of 28 Feb. 1990, op. cit. 43.
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interpretation quite illogically mixes these two different concepts (constitutional
asylum and refugee status) and is clearly at variance with the constitutional
provision on asylum.48 Furthermore, the Constitutional Court had already clar-
ified in 1968 that under article 10(3), asylees should “at least” be entitled to “all
fundamental democratic rights, which are not strictly inherent to the status
civitatis” (citizenship).49 Hence, asylees should benefit from most constitutional
rights, except the right to vote in general elections and a few other citizenship
rights. They should also be allowed to work and to access healthcare and educa-
tion on equal terms with nationals.50
The absence of an implementing law also affects the procedural aspects of
constitutional asylum. Since these are not regulated even by any ad hoc provision,
general rules of civil procedure apply, leading to serious implications in terms of
time and cost. A standard civil trial in Italy can last up to 10 years, during which
time the asylum applicant is confined to a legal limbo.51 Finally, it is worth
noting that EU legislation has had no impact whatsoever on constitutional
asylum, since the measures implementing the new Directives have only dealt
with refugee status determination under the Refugee Convention and with sub-
sidiary protection.
In sum, constitutional asylum in Italy is applied only very marginally.
No official statistics are available, partly because the power to recognize
constitutional asylum resides with local courts all over Italy, and their decisions
are seldom reported. However, it is estimated that the number of recognized
constitutional asylees in the past 60 years has not exceeded 200. In contrast,
according to the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
at the end of 2006 the total number of recognized refugees under the Refugee
Convention living in Italy was 26,875.52 Constitutional asylum has never played
a significant role in the Italian system of international protection. Despite the
(relative) wealth of academic literature on the matter, the endless jurisdictional
differences on issues such as the “legitimate interest” versus “subjective right”
dichotomy, and the repeated failure of Parliament to adopt implementing leg-
islation, article 10(3) is still lingering in the world of betrayed constitutional
provisions, only occasionally being brought to ephemeral life by random enligh-
tened judges across the country.
48 L. Melica, “La Corte di cassazione e l’asilo costituzionale: un diritto negato? Note alle recenti sentenze della I
sezione della Corte di cassazione”, Diritto, immigrazione e cittadinanza, 2006-IV, 57–62; Passaglia, Eutanasia
di un diritto, op. cit. 35; E. Cavasino, “Un passo indietro nell’interpretazione dei rapporti fra diritto d’asilo e
status di rifugiato nell’ordinamento italiano”, Giurisprudenza italiana, Vol. 159, 2007, 318–24.
49 Italian Constitutional Court, Constitutional legitimacy of various provisions of the act regulating the profession of
journalist, no. 11/1968, Giurisprudenza costituzionale, 1968, 356, para. 6 (authors’ translation).
50 Bonetti, Il diritto d’asilo, op. cit. 31,1145; Benvenuti, Il diritto di asilo nell’ordinamento costituzionale italiano,
op. cit. 31, 180–208.
51 See Bonetti, ibid., 1152–53.
52 UNHCR data available at: www.unhcr.org/statistics/STATISTICS/4676a71d4.pdf (last visited 31 Mar.
2008). This is still a low figure if compared to other western European countries.
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4. Constitutional asylum in Germany: from national
grandeur to obsolete
Article 16(II)(2) of the German Basic Law (Grundgesetz) or constitution of 1949
provides: “Persons persecuted on political grounds shall have the right of
asylum.”53 However, according to the travaux pre´paratoires, the German
Parliamentary Council, which was charged with drafting the Basic Law,
did not at the time contemplate establishing an innovative and unique set of
legal obligations for Germany within its domestic asylum law. The drafters
sought to grant protection only within the structure of Germany’s prevailing
international obligations, to which a subjective right of the refugee was added.
As a consequence, constitutional asylum law in Germany was conceived of as
the sum of obligations under International Refugee Law (as it existed at the
time) and subjective rights that the State is obliged to protect under
international law.54 In other words, constitutional asylum was pretty much
an empty concept since its content depended entirely on the state of interna-
tional refugee law, and at the time, very few international obligations
concerning asylum and refugee protection in fact existed.55 In practice, the
new constitutional right of asylum only had a role to play in extradition
law,56 based on the customary international law rule that States could determine
independently whether or not to extradite a political offender to a foreign
country. In sum, when article 16(II)(2) of the Basic Law of 1949 was adopted,
asylum was a limited concept that referred only to the subjective right of a
political offender not to be expelled, and was applied within the context of
extradition proceedings (as opposed to asylum procedures, which did not exist
at the time).
The next milestone in the progression of German asylum law occurred
when Germany ratified the Refugee Convention in 1953. This was supported,
in March of the same year, by Germany’s issuing of a provisional statutory
order.57 This order provided the first asylum procedure for the recognition of
refugees within the meaning of the Refugee Convention. One disadvantage of
the Refugee Convention was that it restricted refugee cases to those who escaped
from their home country as a result of events occurring before 1 January 1951.
So, only these people could enjoy constitutional asylum in Germany.
53 Now art. 16a, since the reform of 1993.
54 BVerwGE 4, 235 [236]; critically, see M. Schweitzer, “Anmerkung”, Deutsches Verwaltungsblatt (DVBl),
Vol. 38, 1976, 502; O. Kimminich, “Anmerkung”, Juristenzeitung, Vol. 31, 1976, 61.
55 H. Gru¨tzner, “Auslieferungsverbot und Asylrecht”, in F.L. Neumann, H.C. Nipperdey, and U. Scheuner
(ed.), Die Grundrechte, Vol. 2, Duncker & Humblot, Berlin, 1954, 594.
56 BGHSt 3, 392; H. Meyer, “Neues zum Asylrecht”, Monatsschrift fu¨r Deutsches Recht, Vol. 6, 1953, 534;
Gru¨tzner, Auslieferungsverbot und Asylrecht, op. cit. 55, 594.
57 Verordnung u¨ber die Anerkennung und die Verteilung von ausla¨ndischen Flu¨chtlingen v. 06.01.1953 –
BGBl 1953 I 3.
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However, in February 1959, the Federal Constitutional Court
(Bundesverfassungsgericht – BVerfG) stated obiter (and in accordance with the
prevailing academic opinion of the time)58 that Germany’s constitutional right
of asylum could have a broader scope of application than the Refugee
Convention.59 Although, the Court did not explain in any detail the extent
and content of this broader scope, the statement nevertheless acted as a catalyst
in transforming the character of asylum law in Germany. More particularly, it
facilitated the progressive and gradual implementation of a national scheme of
refugee protection that was to be entirely separate from the development of
refugee law standards within the international law arena.
On the basis of the 1959 Constitutional Court’s decision, it thus became
possible to protect people involved in events that took place after 1 January 1951
who had to flee their country.60 However, there was still no law that provided a
set of rights to those fleeing; the only relief they enjoyed was protection against
expulsion from Germany as the legal consequence of an independent right of
asylum.61 There was, furthermore, no recognition procedure for these asylum-
seekers. They could neither obtain a residence or work permit, nor access public
welfare facilities. In sum, the requirements for being granted constitutional asylum
were more generous than the requirements for being recognized as a refugee under
the Refugee Convention. However, the legal consequences were disappointing
because the right to remain attached to the recognition of constitutional asylum
afforded its beneficiaries just that, and next to no other legal rights.62
This unsatisfactory state of affairs was altered with the introduction of the
first Aliens Act 1965, which replaced the 1953 statutory order.63 The Act
included a recognition procedure not only for refugees as defined in article
1A(2) of the Refugee Convention but also for “other [politically persecuted]
foreigners”, within the meaning of article 16(II)(2) of the Basic Law. People
who now fled as a consequence of events occurring after 1 January 1951 were
afforded the same legal status as refugees who fled because of events occurring
before 1951. Furthermore, and of significant importance, was the fact that the
new act embraced the principle of non-refoulement in accordance with article 33
of the Refugee Convention. Respect for this principle was guaranteed to every
person fleeing his or her country, not only to refugees as narrowly defined in
article 1A(2) of the Refugee Convention.64 The 1967 Protocol relating to the
58 Gru¨tzner, Auslieferungsverbot und Asylrecht, op. cit. 55, 594; L. Dietl, “Die Aufnahme im Sinne des Art. 116
Abs. 1 GG”, Die O¨ffentliche Verwaltung, Vol. 9, 1957, 363.
59 BVerfGE 9, 174 [180]; W. Kanein, Ausla¨nderrecht, Mu¨nchen, C.H. Beck, 1966, 21.
60 F. Franz, “Asylrecht und Asylverordnung”, DVBl, Vol. 15, 1963, 125.
61 Kanein, Ausla¨nderrecht, op. cit. 59, 21; Gru¨tzner, Asylrecht und Asylverordnung, op. cit. 55, 595; F. Franz,
“Asyl-Colloquium 1964”, DVBl, Vol. 16, 1964, 580.
62 F. Franz, “Probleme des Asylrechts in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland”, DVBl, Vol. 19, 1967, 492.
63 Ausla¨ndergesetz of 28 Apr. 1965 – BGBl 1965 I 353.
64 F. Franz, “Das Vo¨lkerrecht als Quelle des innerdeutschen Aufenthalts- und Niederlassungsrecht der
Fremden”, DVBl, Vol. 17, 1965, 457, 466; W. Kanein, “Aktuelle Fragen des neuen Fremdenrechts”,
DVBl, Vol. 18, 1966, 621.
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Status of Refugees finally lifted the temporal restriction imposed by the Refugee
Convention. Following Germany’s ratification of the Protocol in 1969, one
would have expected any remaining gaps in protection between the Refugee
Convention and Germany’s constitutional asylum right to be finally bridged.65
In 1980, the Federal Constitutional Court confirmed its earlier decision of 1959
that where provisions of the Refugee Convention remain deficient towards the
refugee, Germany would continue to apply its own domestic laws on asylum, in
favour of the refugee.66 This way, the Federal Constitutional Court claimed
sovereignty over the interpretation of the requirements for entitlement to con-
stitutional asylum for itself and did so on a permanent basis, thus preserving its
independent development from international refugee law. In sum, by reaffirming
its 1959 decision, the Federal Constitutional Court was implicitly affirming:
first, that Germany’s constitutional asylum right would always be more liberal
than refugee status under the Refugee Convention and, second, that in adopting
interpretative responsibility, the Federal Constitutional Court was competent to
act with the interests of those seeking refugee status uppermost in its mind.67
Through this ethos, the Federal Constitutional Court developed, in very many of
its decisions, a particularly comprehensive jurisprudence on “political perse-
cution”. In particular, it disregarded reference to the meaning of “refugee” as
defined in the Refugee Convention and the practice of States parties to the
Convention.68 The German judicial and jurisprudential “conscience” did not
regard the Refugee Convention as important; only domestic constitutional
asylum rights were the focus of its interest. Indeed, there was very little merit,
if any, in considering the Refugee Convention, particularly since domestic
German constitutional law provided a far broader and liberal approach in the
protection of asylum rights.69
However, German asylum law did not entirely reject the Refugee
Convention either. This is particularly evident from the Asylum Procedure Act
1982.70 On the face of it, the 1982 Act seems to set out a recognition procedure
solely for those politically persecuted within the meaning of article 16(II)(2) of
the Basic Law, thereby excluding those seeking refugee status in accordance with
the Refugee Convention.71 However, on closer examination, the new Act in fact
allowed those refugees to apply for refugee status and to be granted permanent
65 BVerwGE 49, 202 [205]; F. Franz, “Die Asylgewa¨hrung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland im Spannungsfeld
der obergerichtlichen Rechtsprechung”, DVBl, Vol. 30, 1978, 866.
66 BVerfGE 54, 341 [356]; G. Renner, “Anmerkung”, Zeitschrift fu¨r Ausla¨nderrecht und Ausla¨nderpolitik, Vol. 1,
1981, 51.
67 M. Wollenschla¨ger, “Das Asylrecht politisch verfolgter Ausla¨nder”, Bayerische Verwaltungsbla¨tter, Vol. 18,
1973, 460.
68 See Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (adopted 23 May 1969, entered into force 27 Jan. 1980)
1155 UNTS 331, art. 31(III)(b).
69 M. Schweitzer, “Anmerkung”, DVBl, Vol. 28, 1976, 502.
70 M. Pagenkopf, “Die Neuregelung des Asylverfahrensrechts”, Neue Zeitschrift fu¨r Verwaltungsrecht (NVwZ),
Vol. 1, 1982, 590.
71 Act of 16 Jul. 1982 (BGBl 1982 I 946).
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residence and a work permit. This approach confirmed that protection under the
new 1982 Act, and article 16(II)(2) of the Basic Law, implicitly embraced the
provisions of the Refugee Convention and indeed went further. But the Refugee
Convention (most particularly article 33, as echoed in the Aliens Act 1965)
remained relevant to those asylum-seekers who did not fall within the remit
of the recognition procedure (such as those who had failed to commence the
procedure).72
The late 1980s saw the emergence of a more restrictive approach, curbing
the broader liberal philosophy of previous years. In 1986, the Federal
Constitutional Court refused to grant protection to refugees sur place (namely,
those who retrospectively and actively changed their religion or political orienta-
tion after leaving their home country).73 As a result, the scope of protection
under article 16(II)(2) became narrower than under the Refugee Convention.74
Furthermore, in 1987, the Federal Constitutional Court enlarged the substantial
difference between constitutional asylum and protection under the Refugee
Convention by creating the so-called “religious subsistence level” doctrine.
According to this doctrine, oppressive measures against religious believers are
not considered as political persecution within the meaning of article 16(II)(2) of
the Basic Law, if the measures are directed against the public practice of religion.
Only if oppression is against believers who practise their religion at home and
privately can it be considered as political persecution.75 That same year, the
Federal Constitutional Court also developed the doctrine of “predominant
probability”.76 According to this doctrine, asylum-seekers who are not suffering
from persecution at the time of the decision, or who have not suffered persecu-
tion in the past, can claim asylum only if they can demonstrate a greater than 50
per cent chance of being persecuted if removed. This doctrine was contrary to
the US approach to the matter, adopted 4 months earlier, and according to
72 O. Kimminich, “Die Entwicklung des Asylrechts in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland”, Zeitschrift fu¨r
Ausla¨nderrecht und Ausla¨nderpolitik, Vol. 2, 1982, 20; W. Kanein, “Asylrecht und anderweitiger
Verfolgungsschutz”, NVwZ, Vol. 2, 1983, 378.
73 BVerfGE 74, 51, 64.
74 Approvingly, see B. Brunn, “Nachfluchtgru¨nde und Asylgrundrecht in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland”,
NVwZ, Vol. 6, 1987, 301; H. Quaritsch, “Anmerkung”, DVBl, Vol. 39, 1987, 360; critically, see
R. Hofmann, “Nachfluchtgru¨nde und Flu¨chtlingsvo¨lkerrecht”, NVwZ, Vol. 6, 1987, 299; P. Schumacher,
“Anmerkung”, DVBl, Vol. 39, 1987, 294.
75 BVerfGE 76, 143 [158f.]; critically, see R. Marx, Handbuch zur Asyl- und Flu¨chtlingsanerkennung, Baden-
Baden, Nomos, 1995, para. 52. It should be noted that the doctrine of “religious subsistence level” is not a
“species” of international standards of refugee protection, but is confined and applicable to domestic German
law alone: G. S. Goodwin-Gill, The Refugee in International Law, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1983, 27;
J. C. Hathaway, The Law of Refugee Status, Toronto, Butterworths, 1991, 146; Marx, Handbuch zur Asyl- und
Flu¨chtlingsanerkennung, ibid., para. 53; see also UNHCR, “Handbook on Procedures and Criteria for
Determining Refugee Status under the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of
Refugees”, HCR/IP/4/Eng/Rev. 2, reedited, Geneva, Jan. 1992, para. 71; UNHCR, “Guidelines on
International Protection: Religion-Based Refugee Claims under art. 1A(2) of the 1951 Convention and/
or the 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees”, UN Doc. HCR/GIP/04/06, 28 Apr. 2004.
76 BVerfGE 76, 143 [167]; critically, see M. Bertrams, “Anmerkung”, DVBl, Vol. 40, 1988, 50; previously the
court mentioned the “objective standard of proof” in BVerfGE 54, 341 [359] and considered the standard to
be broader than the subjective one; see W. Kanein, “Asylrecht und anderweitiger Verfolgungsschutz”, NVwZ,
Vol. 2, 1983, 377.
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which “well-founded fear” could arise even if the statistical probability of per-
secution were less than 50 per cent.77 The majority of the States parties to the
Refugee Convention have since adopted the latter approach.78 Notwithstanding
this, the Federal Constitutional Court continued to prefer the doctrine of
“predominant probability”, again differentiating between the right of constitu-
tional asylum and protection under the Refugee Convention. To illustrate even
further the divide during this period, the Federal Constitutional Court in 1989
decided that political persecution within the meaning of article 16(II)(2) of the
Basic Law could only relate to acts of a State,79 a view not shared by the majority
of States parties to the Refugee Convention.80
This restrictive case law from the Federal Constitutional Court after 1986
led to a situation whereby in many cases foreigners fulfilled the requirements of
the Refugee Convention but not the requirements for constitutional asylum. It
was therefore possible for a person to enjoy refugee status in accordance with the
Refugee Convention but not according to German constitutional law. As a
result, it became necessary to re-establish a recognition procedure for refugee
status based upon the Refugee Convention in addition to the procedure for the
recognition of constitutional asylum. Such a procedure was introduced in
1990.81 The scope of the new asylum procedure was concerned both with the
decision whether or not the applicant was entitled to constitutional asylum, and
whether or not the applicant fulfilled the requirements of article 33 (prohibition
against refoulement), including the determination of refugee status. Those
granted refugee status in accordance with the Refugee Convention were provided
with a residence permit for two years without a work permit, whereas those
granted constitutional asylum were afforded certain rights of German citizens,
such as permanent residence, a work permit, and access to public welfare facil-
ities. Simply put, this demonstrated a severe bias against refugees protected by
the Refugee Convention.
One might have expected that the more stringent the legal requirements are,
for being granted international protection, the more rights would be offered to
its beneficiaries. But this was not to be. In the 1990s, the Federal Administrative
Court (the last instance in non-constitutional public law cases, such as Refugee
Convention cases) sided with the Constitutional Court and decided to extend
77 Immigration and Naturalization Service v. Cardoza-Fonseca, 480 U.S. 421 (1987).
78 C. Hruschka and T. Lo¨hr, “Der Prognosemaßstab fu¨r die Pru¨fung der Flu¨chtlingseigenschaft nach der
Qualifikationsrichtlinie”, Zeitschrift fu¨r Ausla¨nderrecht und Ausla¨nderpolitik, Vol. 26, 2007, 180.
79 BVerfGE 80, 315, para. 334.
80 P. Weides and P. Zimmermann, “Neubestimmung des politischen Charakters einer Verfolgung”, DVBl,
Vol. 42, 1990, 410 argue that this decision was in conformity with the Refugee Convention, without
actually referring to other State practice when making that argument. Critically, see M. Wollenschla¨ger
and U. Becker, “Politische Verfolgung im Sinne des Art. 16 Abs. 2 Satz 2 GG”, Bayerische Verwaltungsbla¨tter,
Vol. 35, 1990, 304; see European Legal Network on Asylum (ELENA), “Research Paper on Non-State
Agents of Persecution”, London, 1998 (updated 2000); W. Ka¨lin, “Non-State Agents of Persecution and the
Inability of the State to Protect”, in International Association of Refugee Law Judges (ed.), The Changing
Nature of Persecution, 4th Conference, Bern, 2000, 43.
81 Act of 9 Jul. 1990 – BGBl 1990 I 1354
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the application of some of the most restrictive requirements of constitutional
asylum to Refugee Convention cases. Whereas in the 1980s, the Federal
Administrative Court had adopted the more liberal US interpretation of
“well-founded fear”,82 in 1991, it too decided to follow the “predominant
probability” test adopted by the Constitutional Court.83 Furthermore, it
embraced the “religious subsistence level” doctrine84 as well as the “persecution
only by State” doctrine.85 The only difference that remained between the
Refugee Convention and constitutional asylum was that refugees sur place
could only benefit from refugee status (under the Refugee Convention) and
not from constitutional asylum status.
Finally, following public pressure owing to the apparent constantly increas-
ing stream of refugees entering Germany, the Basic Law was amended in June
1993.86 Four paragraphs were added, which stripped the broad promise of the
right of asylum. The most significant restriction was the “safe third country”
rule. This stipulated that a foreigner who entered (inter alia) from an EU country
could not claim asylum. As Germany is today surrounded by EU Member States,
nobody can reach it over land without passing through a safe third country.
Furthermore, uncertainties about which country a foreigner had travelled
through prior to entering Germany could also lead to asylum being refused.87
As a result, only those who entered Germany via a harbour or an international
airport (that is, the minority of asylum-seekers) could claim asylum. Those who
had entered Germany over land, though not entitled to apply for asylum, were
nonetheless protected against refoulement on the ground that it was unclear from
which country they had arrived. Implementation of the EU Qualification
Directive into German national legislation in the form of a new Residence
Act of 200588 and an amended Asylum Procedure Act of 200789 changed this
position in two fundamental ways. First, the new Residence Act put an end to
the restrictive interpretation of the Refugee Convention in the majority of cases –
an interpretation which now complies to a larger extent with international
standards. Second, the Residence Act provided identical rights for refugees,
whether recognized on the basis of constitutional asylum or the Refugee
Convention.
In sum, it is now easier for an asylum-seeker in Germany to fulfil the
requirements of the refugee definition under the Refugee Convention, and there-
fore to be granted refugee status. While for many years, the rights afforded
82 BVerwGE 79, 143, at 150ff.
83 BVerwGE 88, 367, at 377.
84 BVerwGE 92, 278.
85 BVerwGE 95, 42; approvingly, see K. Hailbronner, “Anmerkung”, Juristenzeitung, Vol. 44, 1995, 250.
Critically, see M. Winkler: “Anmerkung”, DVBl, Vol. 46, 1994, 535.
86 BGBl 1993 I 1002.
87 BVerfGE 94, 49, at 94.
88 BGBl 2004 I 1950.
89 BGBl 2007 I 1970.
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following recognition of constitutional asylum were greater than those granted
following recognition of refugee status, this is no longer true – both sets of rights
are now identical. Constitutional asylum has lost any practical relevance.
5. Conclusion
The three sections above capture the essence of constitutional asylum in France,
Italy, and Germany – namely, the tension between the right of asylum as an
individual right understood to be a fundamental, constitutional, human right,
and the right of asylum as a State prerogative.
This tension is particularly clear in the case of France, with the
Constitutional Court wishing to preserve and celebrate the right of asylum as
a republican tradition but having to accept the limits and obstacles put to it by
administrative judges as well as recent EU legislation. The result is that refugee
protection under the Refugee Convention is clearly the primary form of inter-
national protection in contemporary France. Constitutional asylum and perhaps
also subsidiary protection, although it is still too early to say, are only secondary
forms of protection.
A similar tension is present in the case of Italy, where domestic courts have
for many years fought to see constitutional asylum recognized as a full subjective
right, as opposed to a non-binding constitutional provision. When this outcome
was finally achieved by the Court of Cassation, the lack of an implementing law
severely limited its practical exercise by individuals. As a result, constitutional
asylum remained to be applied only marginally, and the Refugee Convention is
clearly the primary form of international protection.
The case of Germany reveals a slightly different picture, with the
Constitutional Court strongly claiming sovereignty over the interpretation and
application of constitutional asylum quite early on. This resulted in a strong bias
against the Refugee Convention and State practice under the Convention in
favour of constitutional asylum. However, pressure from the EU (and domestic
public opinion) led to a tightening of constitutional asylum to a point where,
today, the primary form of international protection is granted under the Refugee
Convention (and recent EU asylum legislation), and constitutional asylum has
become superfluous.
In sum, in both France and Italy, constitutional asylum has never had much
practical application. In Germany, this practical relevance has recently been lost.
Requiescat in Pace?
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